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specific to  your selected federal circuit. These handbooks give criminal attorneys, prosecutors, defense
attorneys and judges clear, practical analysis tailored to the needs of a busy criminal law practitioner. 

Criminal Constitutional Law —Criminal Constitutional Law is a wide-ranging treatise examining all the complex 

—With over 120 chapters of insight, guidance and analysis, Criminal Defense

constitutional issues involved in criminal law. It provides substantive discussion, as well as procedural
guidelineson tactics and strategy. This treatise analyzes all important Supreme Court, federal and state
decisions interpreting Constitution provisions. 

Criminal Handbooks by Circuit —These comprehensive and useful handbooks cover myriad criminal issues

—To view all state-specific Matthew Bender criminal law materials,
take a look at these resources.
State-Specific Criminal Resources

Criminal Law & Procedure Practice Center 

Criminal Defense Techniques
Techniques provides complete coverage of criminal law, from pretrial to appeal. This valuable resource
includes chapters specifically devoted to murder, drunk driving, obscenity, kidnapping, rape and other sex
crimes and securities cases.

Lexis+ Practice Centers
To access all Lexis+ Practice Centers: Under the search box, go to Explore, click Practice Area, then
click View our Practice Centers.

Criminal Law Doctrinal Page 

—Moore’s Federal Practice–Criminal is a comprehensive and authoritative

—Federal Criminal Trials is the definitive treatise on federal criminal procedure, 

treatise written by the judges, lawyers and professors who write and amend the federal rules. This source
offers unmatched, fully annotated, practice-oriented coverage of every detail of procedure in federal criminal
cases, and follows the sequence of the Federal Rules.

Federal Criminal Trials
rules of evidence and constitutional protections. This resource will help you enhance your knowledge of the
criminal trial process as it relates to constitutional protections, federal criminal procedure, rules of evidence,
latest citations from all circuits and complex pre- and post-trial issues. Federal prosecutors in the Department
of Justice have used this handbook as the authoritative courtroom reference since 1946. 

Lexis+™ Resources 
for Criminal Law

Lexis+ provides students and practitioners exclusive access to leading practice area resources, such as 
Matthew Bender® treatises and Practice Centers. Click on the links below to tap into the highly regarded and heavily 
accessed legal and news sources for your practice area needs.
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